KTM/Husqvarna Relay Wire Harness

- Start by removing the seat and fuel tank and locating the battery to make the positive and negative connections on the battery.
- Then locate the 6-pin connector located in the vicinity of the ECU. In some instances, there will be a connector covering this plug similar to the plug supplied with the relayed harness. Simply remove cover plug and install switched power plug.
- Run power output wire under the fuel tank to a suitable location for the lighting you are installing.
- Reinstall the fuel tank and test the light
- Reassemble your motorcycle insuring the wires are secured and not routed in such a manner as to avoid pinch points.

To make the switched power connection start by locating the 6-pin connector located in the vicinity of the motorcycles ECU. In some instances, there will be a connector covering this plug similar to the plug supplied with the relayed harness. Simply remove cover plug and install switched power plug.
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